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Dear Dr. Zhang,

Unfortunately, we can not accept ResearchGate as a suitable repository for your code. ResearchGate does not assure long-term (years/decades) availability of the repository, and you can delete the content you have uploaded. From our ‘Code and data policy’:

"Third-party archives must have the following:

- institutional support providing reasonable confidence that the material will remain available for many years/decades
- mechanisms preventing the depositor of the material from unilaterally removing it from the archive"

Therefore, please, upload your code to one of the valid repositories that we recommend:

- https://zenodo.org
- https://fairsharing.org/recommendation/PLOS

Also, the version of your code uploaded to ResearchGate does not include a license. Please, your code must include a license. From our guidelines: "the licence of the code should also be explained. The licence should conform to the Open Source Definition. Suitable licences are for example GPL or MIT".

You could consider to solve it adding at the beginning of your code a commentary as follows: "This software is released under the GPLv3 license and therefore you are freely able to use this software as long as you respect the provisions of the GPLv3 license. See https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html"
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